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audibleVISIONS: schedule

11-12 May 2016

audibleVISIONS: conference on sound and video art
LG01 Professor Stuart Hall Building, Goldsmiths University of London
Wednesday 11 May
10.00-10.30:

Registration and Introduction (Tea and Coffee)

10:30-11:20

-INVITED ARTIST- Freida Abtan (Goldsmiths)

11:20 -13:00

Morning Session, chair Holly Rogers

13:00-14:00

Lunch

14:00-15:00

Afternoon Session, chair Patricia Alessandrini

15:00-15:50

-INVITED ARTIST- Mike Vernusky Salas

15:50- 16:20

Break (Tea and Coffee)

16:20- 17:20

AV Screening, chair Sarah Westwood

END OF DAY ONE
Thursday 12 May
10.00-10.30:

Tea and Coffee

10:30-11:20

-INVITED ARTIST- Shirin Abu Shaqra

11:20 -13:00

Morning Session, chair Freida Abtan

13:00-14:00

LUNCH

14:00-15:45

Afternoon Session, chair Patricia Alessandrini
With -INVITED GUEST- Katarina Glowicka, (Erasmus University, Brussels
at School of Music (formerlyRoyal Conservatory))

15:45-16:15

BREAK

16:15-17:05

-INVITED ARTIST- Joseph Hyde (Bath Spa)

17:05-18:00

Roundtable Discussion, chair Ryo Ikeshiro

18:00-

Refreshments

END OF DAY TWO
12 May, 19:00- 22:00 SARU (Screen and AudioVisual Research Unit) will be hosting an AV
performance at Goldsmiths G05 St James Hatcham Church
13-15 May, In collaboration with SARU ‘Speeding and Braking’ Event, audibleVISIONS will have an
exhibition of Invited artists AV Work: Freida Abtan, Joseph Hyde, Shirin Abu Shaqra and Mike
Vernusky Salas (details to follow). Goldsmiths G05 St James Hatcham Church (details to follow)
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audibleVISIONS: Morning Session

11:20-13:00 Wednesday 11 May 2016

-chair- Holly Rogers

-AV PAPER- Elisa Cuciniello (Roma Tre University)

Audio-visual performances and atmospheres. A new reception paradigm:
Where are we when we listen to music?” Starting from this well known sloterdijkian
question, my speech will reflect on the creation and perception of audiovisual
performance from a topology perspective. Framing the subject in the broader field of the
history of experimental music and vision, from visual arts to music composition, my
purpose is to highlight how the authors have progressively integrated their research on
audiovisual synthesis devices with a spatial design. Following suggestions and surveys
Peter Sloterdijk and Gernot Boehme I will retrace the main steps of a story to be written
about generative and audio-visual atmospheres.

-AV WORK- Emiddio Vasquez

to render audible
The indiscernibility of disciplines - as an indirect result of exhausting media’s limits along with the proliferation of possibilities with the introduction of the digital open up
new problematics, translatability being one of them.
The battered dualism ‘analog vs digital’ is only overcome by posing new problems that
point beyond essentialistic differences. In other words, it no longer seems relevant to
ask how the continuous waveform becomes a discrete sequence of samples. Instead,
and perhaps more interestingly, we should examine the ways in which the material
conditions of media become digital, and even more importantly, how the digital
conditions of software engineering become material. Constant exchange between
these perpetually reconfigured domains suggests anything but similarity, even though
they could sustain certain relationships. To that extent, through these transformations,
the categories of sensibility seem to fuse to a point where we can legitimately ask: How
to render the phonon visible, or the pixel audible?

-presentation of thoughts- Emiddio Vasquez

Homeomorphic Sound
Taking as a point of departure Deleuze and Guattari’s thoughts in What is Philosophy?
on the inseparability of sensation from the material conditions of any art form’s
medium, one cannot help but to ask: what are we to make of digital art, and in
particular digital sound?
It is all too simple to dismiss the battered dualism of analogue versus digital
reproduction of sound, but the resurgence of analogue synthesis along with the ever
expanding industry of digital sound synthesis invites us to further explore these two
domains.
From an ontological perspective, these two domains correspond to the two types of
multiplicities (discrete and continuous ones) that Deleuze imposes on Bergson’s
philosophy by referring to physicomathematician Bernard Riemann. The latter defines
music as being a rare case of a continuous manifold that we can experience in every
day life, which in return necessarily problematizes its digital or discrete reproduction.
This problem invites us to rethink the means by which the smooth and striated fuse
with one another, as Deleuze and Guattari put it. I would like to elaborate on a possible
approach borrowed from topology; namely, homeomorphisms. With this criterion in
mind, I would like to discuss some of the techniques that validate this fusion and
critically engage with other ones that do not.
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audibleVISIONS: Afternoon Session

14:00-15:00 Wednesday 11 May 2016

-chair- Patricia Alessandrini

-LIVE AV PERFORMANCE- Thomas William Smith (University of New South Wales)
The New Spirit

-AV WORK/discussion- Roberto David Rusconi
MNEMOSYNE
Mnemosyne is a ceremonial (e)-vocational work. The work is an intimate extreme and
yet delicate effort to melt acoustic and virtual instruments, to bound alternative sound
projections and space perspectives designing trajectories along a time defined by the
act of listening while emotionally reacting to hidden triggering mechanisms. Sliding into
an alternative state of perception becomes the profound real evocation of a chthonian
goddess who firmly handles the everlasting essence of the universe: its memory.
The processes of remembering mnemonic and ritualistic celebrative events are difficult
to describe and have resisted philosophical and psychological as well as vernacular
explanation. This performance traces its first steps to an ethological approach to
questions of musical experience.
In both ritual and ritualization, stylized sounds, images and movements are important
means of shaping the responses of participants. The ethological view of emotion as a
motivator of behaviour similarly brought a fresh approach to compositional handling of
new sources of musical emotion, permitting the creation of a preliminary ‘ethological
taxonomy’.
New sourcse were the virtual orchestra and bio- sounds, field recordings and, above
all, awareness of space time trajectories along the composition’s timeframe.
During the writing of this work the relationship between acoustic instrumental writing,
sound projection, live electronics, visuals and and the written sound has been
reconfigured : I felt the urge of taking into consideration the role of the spatialization
(sound projection) and of the live processing of the sounds considering the necessity of
writing any indication into the score while it is growing and not after.

Research development and production with Centre Henri Pousseur Liege (B),
(with Patrick Delges and S.Bowe CEO).
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audibleVISIONS: Audio Visual Screening

17:30 -18:30 Wednesday 11 May 2016

-chair- Sarah Westwood
-AV WORKSMyriam Boucher (Montreal)
CITÉS (2015) 10’34”
Myriam Boucher is a Montreal based video and
sound artist. She has been part of different artistic
projects on the North American music scene, from
hers early experience as a keyboardist for various
instrumental music projects through to hers visual
work, she’s working on the intime dialogue between
music and image.
She creates videomusic, electroacoustic, mixed and
intrumental music, performance and audiovisual
installations. Her work was prized in the JTTP 2015
(CEC), JIM Electroacoustic Compositions 2015
Competition and Bourse Euterke 2015 and has been
presented at many international events.

David Muth (Vienna)
1 C A a 01x (2010) 7’47”
The animation “1 C A a 01x” visualises the
eponymous composition by German sound artist
Carsten Nicolai – specially developed sound
responsive software generated the imagery.
Festivals and Exhibitions: TITANIK GALLERY,
TURKU, FINLAND (2010) // SIMULTAN,
TIMISOARA, ROMANIA (2010) // STUTTGART
FESTIVAL OF ANIMATED FILM, STUTTGART,
GERMANY (2011) // FILE, SESI GALLERY, SAO
PAULO, BRAZIL (2011) // ARS ELECTRONICA,
LINZ, AUSTRIA (2011) // PUNTO Y RAYA
FESTIVAL, MUSEO REINA SOFÍA, MADRID,
SPAIN (2011) // FILE, OI FUTURO, RIO DE
JANEIRO, BRAZIL (2012) // ATA, SAN
FRANCISCO, USA (2012) // EU ANIMATION,
THE DELEGATION OF THE EUROPEAN
UNION TO JAPAN, TOKYO, JAPAN (2012) //
AUSTRIAN MOVIE WEEK, ULLENS CENTER
FOR CONTEMPORARY ART, BEIJING, CHINA
(2012) // ESPACIO ENTER CANARIAS,
T E N E R I F E E S PA C I O D E L A S A RT E S ,
TENERIFE, CANARY ISLANDS (2014)
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audibleVISIONS: Audio Visual Screening

17:30 -18:30 Wednesday 11 May 2016

Nina Danon + Andreas Nold (Goldsmiths 2014 + 2015)
KUNLUN (2016) 3’45”
from Mirrors, audiovisual installation commissioned by
the Fondazione Museo Asia and presented at the
MAO Museum of Oriental Art of Turin, Italy.
Conceived for the exhibition The Dragon and the
Golden Flower, KUNLUN merges visuals and sounds
into one, to animate the layers of meanings hidden in
the exhibited works: silk and metal carpets from the
Forbidden City of Beijing.
Although the music and video were created separately,
both were composed playing with the repetition of
layers and rhythms, an approach inspired by John
Cage’s One11and 103 that allows our mind to
recognise the similarities between the visual and
musical languages and connect the two, finding
analogies between them.
This enables us to transfer the qualities of one medium
onto the other. The video gives the music a sense of
familiarity. We focus on the images, therefore
recognising motions and shapes in the sounds we
hear as well. Similarly, by hearing textures, melodies
and rhythms in sounds, we perceive more depth into
the layers of images we see on screen, creating an
immersive experience, an hypnotic atmosphere in
which rhythms and movements become the main
characters, shaping sonic landscapes and visual
harmonies.
a piece by Nina Danon & Andreas Nold
video edited by Andreas Nold music composed by
Nina Danon recording engineer: Nathan Guerchovitch
mixing and mastering: After Crash
soloists: Pavel Guerchovitch, Grégoire Carpentier
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audibleVISIONS: Audio Visual Screening

17:30 -18:30 Wednesday 11 May 2016

Kevin Logan (CRiSAP, UAL)
Seamless (2013) 9’55”

‘Seamless’ is a compositional performance
mediated through the lens of two video
cameras. An unidentified man sits at a
table, he sonically manipulates a teapot,
smashes it – then reconstructs it using
Gaffer tape. Jump cut edited, what starts as
aural documentation evolves into an
electroacoustic composition. ‘Seamless’
objectifies the faceless entertainer,
dislocating the event from its history.
With a nod to the oeuvre of comedians
such as Tommy Cooper, if Laurel and Hardy
were to have extended their ineptitude into
the practice of musique concrete, their
1932 short film ‘The Music Box’ may have
been a precursor to this.
The title ‘Seamless’ makes reference to
kintsugi, the ancient Japanese art of fixing
pottery with lacquer resin seams, whilst
also winking ironically at the virtuoso dance
music DJ in his / her endeavour to make
the transition from one record to another
imperceptible. Although the incitement by
traditional ceramic restoration methods is
one of a more esoteric nature, this strategy
for a composition takes these notions and
re-purposes them. Its inspiration extends
from Vaudeville to Metzger ’s 1959
manifesto ‘Auto-Destructive Art’, from the
unpredictable humour of Fluxus concerts,
to contemporary laptop electronica.
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audibleVISIONS: Audio Visual Screening

17:30 -18:30 Wednesday 11 May 2016

Katherine Trimble (Texas)
I was thinking everything was fine (2015) 8’15”
This piece is constructed from two different walks: the
audio from a sound walk on a ferry in the Baltic Sea and
the video from a “light walk” in rural Wisconsin. It comes
out of a body of work involving experimentation with
disparate sound and image pairings in which I’m looking
for how sound and image guide our attention—how
sound can impact the formal/material or conceptual
reading of an image and vice versa, how the perceptual
weight between sight and hearing shift while watching
moving image work, and how the experience of sound
vs. music affects our perception of image.
The piece’s meaning comes out of the disconnect
between the sound and image presented. There is
intrinsic meaning in the sound (an aural narrative of
movement through a space) and intrinsic meaning in the
image (a visual narrative of movement through a space)
but there is no intrinsic meaning in the two of them
linked. So a new, third narrative is formed out of the
connection between the sound and image in the
audience.
As the music (part of the field recording) changes and
slows down, its relationship with the image changes,
and its perceptual weight shifts. Something happens to
the type of attention we bring when the sound is “nonmusical”, then when music is introduced as an element
in the scene, and then when that music shifts to become
the entirety of the audio in the scene. These shifts in the
role of sound change not just how we listen but also
impact how we see.
Matlakas (Italy)
TRANSITORY STATE (2015) 6’03”
and Idem Quod (2014) 7’00”
Transitory state, talks about our state as human
being, and our being humans in a "state" where
things don't really look at the true human needs
such as love. But everything plays around power,
excess and extremities. A world where capitalism
i s t h e r u l e r. I n t h i s v i d e o m e m o r y a n d
contemplation playfully engage with the scenery.
This video shows a post-apocalyptic view of what
out objects of desire will end one day. A text read
out from a machine with still human wonderings
and insights.
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audibleVISIONS: Morning Session

11:20-13:00 Thursday 12 May 2016

-chair- Freida Abtan

-AV PAPER- Hermione Spriggs (Anthropology of Other Animals)
Gobbles Sound OK
“The real skill of the practitioner lies not in skilled concealment but in the skilled
revelation of skilled concealment…”1
For hundreds of years philosophers and artists have lamented their incapacity to
adequately replicate ‘nature’, with frustrated attempts at containment and representation
only serving to accelerate the increasing fissure between polarized worlds of human
and animal. On the other hand hunters and trappers use finely tuned strategies for
aesthetic and audio mimesis: decoy calls and Foley performances draw a hunter into
intimate proximity with his/her prey. ‘Gobbles Sound Ok’ explores the critical difference
between these contrasting approaches to discourse with and around the natural world.
Via Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Essay on the Origin of Languages, Dijkstra’s theory of
image substitution and online hunting instructables, I investigate the production and
performance of sonic decoys and hunting lures as multi-sensory, multi-species
‘artworks’ that utilize alterity to undermine the boundary between human and animal.

-AV PAPER- Kevin Logan (CRiSAP, UAL)
Snap-stick, (Slapstick), Crack and Rustle: locating the sonic signifier
This work was originally conceived for, and presented at the, In This Neck of the
Woods symposium that took place at Central Saint Martins on the 4th June 2015. It
has subsequently been re-presented for the SOUND / IMAGE COLLOQUIUM in
November 2015 at the University of Greenwich, UK.
This performative-presentation engages with the relationship between moving-image
and sound through performance. As a provocation I examine a particular sonicsignifiers employed in narrative, looking toward the practice of field recording and
phonography for my methodology.
I will use a trope that is common within cinema, in particular the genres of horror and
thriller, as a device to examine the sonic-event. This ‘device’ is the dual sonic-signifiers
of ‘a twig crack’ and the ‘rustle of dried leaves’ underfoot. These simple noises are
complex indicators of location, mood, and plot in filmic language. This playful
performance-lecture considers the language of cinematic sound and its relationship to
site, movement and event.
As the straightforward lecture format is antithetical to my research premise my
presentation will take the rift between ‘performing’ and ‘knowing’ as incitement. This will
result in an audience participator re-punking of what Michel Chion refers to as the
‘audio-visual contract'.
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audibleVISIONS: Morning Session

11:20-13:00 Thursday 12 May 2016

-AV WORK /discussion- Richy Carey (Glasgow University and Glasgow School of Arts)
Film Score
Film Score is an ongoing collaboration with the Rhubaba Gallery Choir.
The choir usually performs live to the film, using the film itself as the score for its own
soundtrack, though for the purposes of this symposium I would like to present the film
as it is in score form and discuss the process and potential of using film as movingimage score.
Through a series of workshops with the choir I devised a compositional processes for
sound/image notation that uses movement, gesture, shape and colour to instruct the
music the choir sings. Working with the Glasgow University Phonetics Laboratory, we
explored both the visual properties the group understands to be inherent in sound and
the sonic potential of visual stimulus, as well as researching the physical motions of
the vocal tract in its sounding through ultrasound recording sessions.
The work itself explores the liminal space between the seen and heard in film. The
choir, stood to the rear of the audience in performance, is initially perceived as
subservient to the film through both context and function, however this power dynamic
is subverted by the control the choir asserts over the audience’s interpretation of the
film through their live soundtrack. As such, the audience inhabits this liminal ground
between the film/score and soundtracks, a space blurring the bi-modality of the audio/
visual relationship and working towards a more holistic sensory awareness of the
experience that stems from the hypostatic, generative processes of its conception.
audibleVISIONS: Afternoon Session
-chair- Patricia Alessandrini

14:00-15:45 Thursday 12 May 2016

-LIVE AV PERFORMANCE- Kasia Justka

electr•cute
--> in search of pure audio-visual synchronisation
my last project // electr°cute
It is an audio-visual performance based on analog signal , where I am taking
conversation with electricity, with signal. In order to see, to hear the physical aspects of it. It is
based on basic signal , composite, where the sound generated directly from video manipulated via
control voltage coming back to the source and influence it back. The goal is organic synchronization
between sound and image. Using coil, and electromagnetic fields Im interrupting signals , which is
pure visual sonification of glitch. Open wires, conected with my system allow audience to interact
with the piece and resonate frequencies, what makes it alive and integrated with surroundings.
Oscillating tension with lights , sounds and electrified atmosphere.
Visual sonification. //
search for organic synchronization between sound and image brought me to more experiments
with signal, flow of electricity.
#high voltage, pressure and sparks
#The smell of electric potential difference.
Signal tensions oscillating between 9000 or 3 volts as well as thousands of Hertz….
In order to see, to hear the physical aspects of electricity.
Spark ionization, electric discharge, pulses and voltage breakdown.
Oscillating tension with lights , sounds and electrified atmosphere.
The heart of audio-visual synchronization // Flow of electricity.
Here we can see in macro the flow of electrons, magnetic field, how electrons attract each other in
air. We can hear, we can see, physical aspects of the signal.
#audio-visual energy
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audibleVISIONS: Afternoon Session

14:00-15:45 Thursday 12 May 2016

-AV WORK/Skype discussion- Patrick Hartono (Codarts Rotterdam)

Matrix Studies
“Matrix Studies” is an experiment in the field of audiovisual composition/
performance that been conducted since 2014. In this work the relation between
sound and visual are not continuously corresponds to each other. There are
certain parts of the piece, in which sound and visual can be seen as two
separate elements within the same compositional system or form. It is intended
to avoid the concept of "sound visualization" where one of the elements is only
functioning as a complement. “Matrix Studies” based on conventional ‘A B A’
structure. However, due to the use of chaotic sound of analog synthesizers
"Benjolin" it becomes less predictable. The use of structure or form is
considerably important; this became performer’s reference to keep the
performance goes on the right track. If not, the performance can only be
perceived as a formless performance and causing ambiguity of perception in
absorbing either visual or sound information during the performance. One of the
dominating elements in the visual is vertical and horizontal line that merges each
other vertex creates a morph of mesh shapes. “Matrix Studies” was entirely done
using Max/Msp Jitter where all the parameters can be controlled by the
performance as mentioned above. The visual is completely generative, and the
sound material is generates by the analog synthesizer “Benjolin” through some
digital processing. “Matrix Studies” has estimate duration of 12 minutes with
single or stereo video projector, and quadraphonic or stereo sound diffusion
system.

-INVITED GUEST- Katarina Glowicka,
Erasmus University, Brussels at School of Music (formerly Royal Conservatory)
assistant lecturer in music technology & composition
Exploring modes of audio-visual interaction in modern music - 3 examples from practice.
Advantages and challenges.
In the short talk I would like to present fragments of 3 works related to the
topic of audio visual creations. I will shortly introduce advantages and
challenges of each of the presented trajectory.
1.Visualisation (Interactive background for a piece): example
“Retina" (2010) by Katarina Glowicka
2. Music video: "Sun spot" - music video commissioned by Polish Audiovisual institute, Warsaw. Premiered at Festival Docs Against Gravity,
Warsaw, Poland (2015) http://www.glowicka.com/sun-spot-2/
3. Visualising the audio processes with computer setup: Benjamin van
Esser, PhD candidate at School of Music Brussels
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